A Gem of a Business
World Gold interview with Harry Adams, chief executive of Gympie
Gold.
Preface
In southeast Queensland, in the historic Gympie goldfield, eponymous gold producer
Gympie Gold Ltd, is seeking to re-establish the goldfield by discovering a major
mineral system.
Gympie is a unique company not just because it has two high value mineral streams
(gold and metallurgical coal) but also because it is one of the few gold companies in
the world that has a downstream, value-added business.
The vein mineralisation encountered at its small Queensland gold mine often gives
rise to extremely high grade occurrences with visible gold predominant in quartz
veins. These “Jewellery Shops” are exploited by Gympie to produce, through
proprietary technology, a gemstone known as Gympie gold-in-quartz. Gemstone
quality ore from the mine is sent to New Mexico where it undergoes processing and
setting and is then sold under the Gympie Gold® Gemstone trademark through
upmarket retail outlets in the US. Gympie has forged a strategic alliance with Kabana
Inc, a large US jewellery manufacturer and leading inlay specialist.
In this interview, conducted in late September in Denver, Gympie Gold chief executive
Harry Adams explains how the gemstone business came about and how it contributes
to the business.
World Gold: Explain how the value-added gemstone business fits into your
overall business plan.
Gympie Gold: The history of the Gympie goldfield tells you that there is going to be
a lot of that sort of material found, although we can’t predict where the style of
mineralisation that will yield gemstone is to be found. The harder we hit the goldfield
the more of that material we will find. Even though we are in the early days of
opening up the goldfield that’s turned out to be the case so far.
We have proven already that we can establish a defensible business model by
controlling that material from the mine face through to the customer. We have quite a
strong business position there with high barriers to entry for potential competition.
It is not just the exploration side, it’s the processing side, which is proprietary, and
also the marketing side, which most gold miners are unfamiliar with or lack the desire
and expertise to make a fist of.
So having recognised that there will be a lot of that material found in due course, and
that we have created a good business model, the only question remains is it worth
attacking.
Even though it’s only very small at this stage, the margins in the business are good as
it is high value-added; the actual gold content of the stone itself being a fraction of the
sales value.
I see it potentially as a vastly bigger business than the gold operation. And it’s really
just a function of balancing the ebb and flow of whether supply is retarding the
marketing or marketing is retarding supply. Today we’re holding back potential
customers because we don’t have supply.

It’s going to be a huge business one day. But I don’t know when. It’s taken us 4-5
years to get to this point but I think we done the hardest bit already.
World Gold: Is the any merit in looking at going a step further and actually
branding your gold?
Gympie Gold: We have started down that path already. The first thing we did was
learn how to recover and prepare the gemstone for jewellers. The second thing we
focussed on was to make inroads into the high end of the jewellery market; not the
small jewellers but the large manufacturing jewellers in North America, in particular,
which is the largest gemset jewellery market in the world.
We’ve now done that even though we have just scratched the surface in terms of our
efforts. We ran an advertising campaign for one year and stopped it because there was
no need to go any further just yet.
In the last six months what Gympie has done is take the metal from the mine, refine it
separately and then alloy 18 ct gold to the same spec as the gold (85% gold and 14%
silver with a bit of galena) we get in our stone.
We alloy metal now for our jewellery out of our gold and silver with a slight tint in it
to replicate Mother Nature’s gold as closely as possible.
The gemstone is now being housed in a line of jewellery that’s made from Gympie’s
metal. And we now hallmark the Gympie Gold Collection jewellery with our metal
and our gemstone. So we have actually trademarked Gympie Gold in Europe, Asia
and North America.
It sounds grandiose, but we are the first gold miner to hallmark his gold and gemstone
in one piece, but the numbers are still small. Today we are selling just under A$2
million per year but I have no doubt that we would have done doubled that if we had
the material to sell. And it started from zero a couple of year ago.
World Gold: You work with a US company called Kabana. Is this an arms’
length relationship or a joint venture basis?
Gympie Gold: It took Kabana a couple of years to be convinced that they should get
involved. They had seen material like this from another mine, but they considered it
too much trouble and too expensive to get involved in that business. Eventually we
convinced them to dip their toe in the water, and between Gympie Gold and Kabana
we have developed the business on a risk adverse basis.
We take material from the mine and send it to Kabana for processing and preparation
for jewellery. Then when it is sold to other jewellery manufacturers as a gemstone, or
when it is purchased by Kabana itself and used in its own jewellery line, only at that
moment will Gympie Gold crystallize a revenue for its gold so that Kabana is not out
of pocket.
What happens at that point is that out of the sales dollar that’s generated, Gympie
Gold gets the first slice to make sure that the mining side is looked after and then we
put all other costs (processing, sales) into the bucket together and we split that net
surplus 50:50. The relationship is both risk adverse and measured and focused, so
neither party really has anything to lose other than time and distraction. Both parties
are quite keen to nurture it as a new business that potentially could become a very
large business.
Kabana are recognised in North America, in particular, as an inlay specialist with
their innovative design and competitive and aggressive marketing, and they are the

largest users in North America of Australian opals. This gemstone of ours actually
goes in the same channels and distribution outlets and is marketed in the same way as
opals, because every piece is unique, just like an opal. It comes from Australia and is
inlaid just like an opal.
The reason Kabana works well with us is that they had an experience base founded on
design, inlay, innovation and opal that was directly transferable.
There is also a trusting relationship because there is a strong connection between the
principal of Kabana and Gympie Gold. [World Gold note: Gympie Gold’s Harry
Adams and Kabana owner Stavros Eleftheriou are Greek cousins]

